
~6 Direct-Linking Loaders 
A qirect-linking l.Qader is a general relocatable loader, a_nd is perhaps the !!}Ost popula~_ lo~ging scheme presently u1ed. Throughout our discussion of compilers in later sections, we will assume that the system employs s~ch ~ (' The dir~ct-linking loader has the advantage of allowing th~ ~rogr~mer mu!') tiP.le procedure seg_ments and multiple data segments and of giving hun complete 

j freegom in referencing data or instruct~ons contain:d_ ~n ot~~r segm~nts. This provides flexible intersegment referencing and acc!Ssing ability, w~t the sam~ t@e allowing independent translations of pro,gTams. A design of a direct-linking loader will be given later in this chapter. In this section we present a general format for the assembler output with such a loading scheme, patterned after those used in the IBM 370. While the formats themselves are somewhat arbitrary, the information that the assembler must give to the loader is not. The asse~translator) musLgive . the loader the fallowing information with each procedure or data segment: 
~ The length of segment 
~ -A list of all the symbols in the segment that may be referenced by other segments and their relative location within the segment ~ A list of all symbols not defined in the segment but referenced in the seg-;nent -
lf.' Information as to where address constants are located in the segment and a description of how to revise their values ~ The machine code tr.ansla tion of the source program and the rela1ive ad· dresses assigned " : 

A simple example using a direct-linking loading scli'eme is presented in Figult 5.7 · A sourcerprogram (left-hand column) 1s _translatea by an assembler to pro· duce the object code depicted -in the right -column.-~ 1nonic machi1ie codes have again been used in the translation shown. - ' · r·;?- - - -g-_=,.,,i, 
'" \ 
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card 

Translation ... 

no. 
Rel. 

1. JOHN START 
Joe. 

2. ENTRY RESULT 

3. EXTRN SUM 

4. BALR 12,0 

5. USING *,12 
0 BALA 12,0 

6. ST 14,SAVE ~ -
7. L 1,POINTER 

2 ST 14,54(0, 12) 

8. L 15,ASUM 
6 L 1,46(0, 12) 

9. BALR 14, 15 
10 L 15,58(0, 12) 

10 ST 1,RESULT 
14 BALA 14,15 

11. L 14,SAVE 
16 ST 1,50(0,12) 

12. BR 
20 L 14,54(0, 12) 

14 -: 24 BCR 15, 14 

13. TABLE DC 
26 

F'1,7,9, 10,3' 28 1 
32 7 
36 9 
40 10 

14. POINTER DC 
44 3 

A(TABLE) 48 
15. RESULT 

28 
DS F 52 

16. S4VE OS F 56 

17. ASUM oc. A(SUM) 60 ff' . 

18. END 64 
'(___ ' 

FIGURE 5.7 Assembly source program and its translation -

.. , 

Card number 14 of Figure -5.7 contains a Define Constant (DC) pseuda:

operation which instructs the assembler to create a constant with the value of 

the address of TA BLJ;Hand causes this constant to be placed in the location _ -

._ labelled POINTER,_ At this point the assembler does not know the final absolute # 

--:-3- t 

address of TABLE since it has no idea where the program is going to be loaded. 

It knows, however, that the address is the 28th byte from the beginning of this 

pro_g~m. The assembler will put a 28 in POINTER and inform the loader that 

the content of-location POINTER is incorrect if this program is Joaded anywhere 

except absolute location O. For instance, if this program were loaded in location 

2000, the loader would have to change the contents 9f POINTER to be a 2028. 

Card number 17 of Figure 5.7' is another DC pseudo-op, which instructs the 

assembler to create a constant with the valu~ of the address of the subroutine 

SUM and cause this consiant to be placed in .. the location labelled ASUM. ~ince ~1 
th~ assembler has no idea where· the procedure SOM will be loaded. it .cannoL 

gen~te this constant. Thus, the assembler must provide information to the 

loader that will cause it to put the final absolute address of SUM ,at the 
1' 

I 

l 
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tion of a const~i tha_t __ mfilt bc_.c~ged; a plus sign denoting that somethin 
must be added_!o the constant; and the symbol field indicating that th~Iue g 
external symbol JOHN must be adde.cLtQrelatLv.e..]Qc.ation 48. The rel~1th,~ .. of . -- ut._u.u,_yalu of JOHN 1s 0. When the program is loaded, the loader will determine its absolu e 
value. - te 

Th~ second RLD card of our example _cootains__a_fil), denoting the relative 
location of a constant that must be-changed.-The-sy-mbol field indicates that the 
value of the external symbol SUM must be added to relative loc~tion 60. Al
though the assembler does not know the absolute address of SUM, the loader 
will later be able to fill in the correct value. 

The proce_ss of adjusting the add~ss ~onstant of an internal symboL-fil!ch as 
· TABLE, is normal] calle · n; while the process of supplvini th~ can. 
tents of an ad constant ~ ol, such as ,SUM, is nor~mally 
referred to a link.in .Significantly, the RLD card mechanism is used for both 

~ ases, which exp ams why they are called re.location and linkage director;,' cards. 
'fh~ reader may wish to com12,are this technique with the mechanisms used in the 
BSS relocating 1oader described earlier in this chapter. · 

5.1. 7 Other Loader Schemes - Binders, Linking Loaders, Overlays, Dynamic 
Binders 

There are numerous variations to the previously presented loader schemes. 
One disadvantage of the direct-linking loader.as presented.is that it is necessary 

to allocate, relocate, link, and load all of the subroutines each time in order to 
execute a program. Since there may be tens and often hundreds of subroutines 
involved, especially when we include utility routines such as SQRT, ~-, this 
loading proces~ can be extremely time-consuming. Furthermore, even though the 
loader program may be smaller than the assembler, it does absorb a ~onsiderable 
amount of space. These pr~blem_s can be salved by dividing the loading process 
int~ two separate_pro~: a binder .and a module loader. V. v . . 

vi\ binder is_ a program that performs the s'1._me functions as the direct-linking 
loader in "b_i_nding'"-suoroutines together, but rather than laci Q: relocated 
a~ linked text directly into memory, it out uts tex a file or card deck. 

~ his output file~ in a format ready to J>e loaded and is typ_ically_called a lqad 
~le. The mod«w loader merely has to physically load the modultin.to c~re. 
The binder essentially performs the functions of allocation, ~~~tion, and link· 
ing; the m~ loader merely performs the function oiloading. 
urhere are two major classes of binders. The si~plest type produces a load 
module that looks very much likeJL.Single absolute loader deck. This means that 
the specific core allocation of the program is performed at the tinle ,that the 

J 
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subroutines are bound together. Since this k. d f 

.. shot" or "image" f . m O module looks like an actual 

snap 
O a section of core · 1if is called a • 

the corresponding binder is called a core i~ b 'l'" core image module and 

. all d l' k . age Ul uer. A more sophisticated 

bmder, e e _a_ m age edttor, can keep tr k f h . . . 

1 
. 

- ac O t e relocation mformat10n so 

that the resu tmg j oad module as an ensemble b _f ___ h_ 

• ' --..c..::..::~ , can ~ urt er relocated and 

thereby loaded-an.y.w-here rn core. In this case the d 1 1 d · 

. . . . mo u e oa er must perform 

add1t1onal a1l-o~ca=t=10:..;.n:__:::an:.:.:d~ r~~Jo~c~a.l!ti~on!.!_1!al_s ~w~e[~i..k!.a.di. b . d 

. 
· • oa mg, ut 1t oes not have to 

worry about the_c.omp_Jex problems of linking. 

In both cases, a program that is to be used repeatedly need only be bound 

once a~d th~n ~an be loaded whenever required. The core image builder binder 

is relatively simple and_ fast. The linkage editor binder is somewhat more complex 

but allows a more flexible a11ocation and loading scheme. 

I 
DYNAMIC LOADING ,_ 

In each of the previous loader schemes we have assumed that all of the sub

routines need,,ed are loaded into core at the same tjrne. If the total amount of 

core required by alJ these subroutines exceeds the amount available, as is com

mon with large erqgrams or small computers, therLJ.UI,ouble! There are several 

hardware techniques, such ~s paging and segmentation, that attempt to solve this 

pJiob1e,m; these are discussed in Chapter 9. In this section we will present conven

tional dynalJ)JC loading schemes based upon the use of a binder prior to loading; 

Usually the subroutines of a program are needed at ·different times: for ex

ample, pass 1 and pass 2 of an assembler are m~tually exclusive. By explicitly 

recognizing which subro1:.1!ii:ies call other subroutine·s it is possible to produce an 

orer/ay ~·tructure that idJat;pes mutually ex~lusive subroutines. Figure 5 .9a il

lustrates a program consisting of five· subprograms (A,B-;c,I) and E) that require 

lOOK bytes of core. The arrows indicate that subprogram A only calls B, D and 

E; subprogram B only calls C and E; subprogram D omy calls E; and subp~ograms 

C and E do not call any other routines. Figure 5.9b hj_ghlights the interdepend• 

encies b~weeo the procedures.!Note that procedures Rand Dare never in use at 

the-.sa~Jime; neither are C and E. If we load only tho~e procedures that are 

actually -to be used~cular time, the amount of core needed-is equal to 

the longest path ·of the overlay smicture. This happens ·to be 70K for the ex

ample in Figure 5.9b - _proc_edures A, B,, ai:yl C: Figure 5.9c il.Iu~trates a storage 

assi~u~ept for each procedure con&isteiit with the overlay_struc.ture.· 

In order for the overlay structure to work it is necessazy_lQ{J_he rnadu]e.Jooder 

to load the various procedures as they are needed. We will not go jnto their 

specific details, but there are many binders ~apable of processing and allocating 

an overlay structure . .The portion o[ the loader that acJually~intere,epJs the 

"~-5':-ancj load~ the · ft~essary_p_rQcedure_ is calle.d th~ edgy_ S)lll.erYJsor or 

. " 
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A (20K) 

/ 

B (20K) 1, 

100K 
C (30K) / 

I"-

D ( 10K) ' 
~ E (20K) > r-.. 

~ Subroutine calls between the procedures 
I 

A (20K) 

70K 

C (30K) 

(b) Overlay structure 

FIGURE 5.9 Other loading sthemes 

Or-----

A 
20K t--~--..1 

0 

40K t--~~ 

60K 

80K 

(c) Possible storage 
assignment of 
each procedure 

simply the flipper. This overall scheme is called dy~amic loading or load-on-call (LOCAL). 

DYNAMIC LINKING 

I 

I 
\ 

I 

A mj}jDr disadvantage of all of th~ previous loading schemes is that if a subroutine is referenced but never executed ( e.g., if- the Jlli)grammer..had placed ~c; \l state• ment in his program but this statement was never exe!(uted because of ~con· dition tha t branched around it), the loader~ ld stfll incur the overhead of lin_!.(ing the subroutine. 
Furthermore, all of these schemes r~q~ire the progrnmmer to_exp1icitly name all . p[QJ;-C.d!!l~ that_ m_jght.Jie_called. It i$~t po§sibli'lo write programs as follows: ~ 
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/ fil_AD SUBNAME -AB.G_lJME.NT / I , VL.U tiJ..,. - k t 
ANSWER = SUBNAME(ARGUMENT) ~ ~ ~ J ~~ 
PRINT ANSWER 

where the na_me 
0

: 
th

e sub~tine ( e.g,_,_~RT 1..SINE, etc.) is an.input parameter 
sUBNAME,Just like the other ~ata. $- -~-~---\--,) 

A very gen:ral. ty~e. of l~a~mg scheme tha!_we will discuss in Shap4is 

called dynamic lmkmg. This 1s a mechanislT!_ by which loading and linking.of 

external references are postponed until execution time. Th~t is, the as.~mbler 

produces text, binding, and relocation information froJUJtsQ.l!IC5!Janguage deck. 

The loader _Loads only the main progra1n. If the main program should ex!:,Sute a 

transfer instr.uction to an external address, or should reference an external vari

able (that is, a variable that has not been defined in !his procedure segment), the 

loader is callw. Only then is the segment cQO.taining the extern.al reference -loaded. 
An advantage here is that no 51verhead is incurred unless the procedure to be 

called or ref ere need is actually used. A further advantage is that_ the system ~an 

be dynamically reconfigured. The major dra_wback to using thi~ Jype of loading 

h e l·s the considerable overhead and complexity incurred, du~ to_ the fact 
sc em . . . 
that we have postponed most of the binding process ·until execution time. 


